Executive function and self-awareness of "real-world" behavior and attention deficits following traumatic brain injury.
To investigate the relationship between executive function and awareness of real-world behavioral and attentional dysfunction in persons with moderate and severe traumatic brain injury (TBI) and uninjured controls. Observational 2-group study. Thirty-six persons with moderate to severe TBI and residual cognitive deficits, recruited from therapy programs and the community, and 30 uninjured control participants of similar age, education, gender, and race. Eight clinical measures of executive function were combined in a composite score, the Executive Composite (EC). Awareness of behavioral and attentional lapses in everyday life was estimated using Self and Significant Other (SO) ratings on the Dysexecutive (DEX) Questionnaire and the Cognitive Failures Questionnaire (CFQ). Participants with TBI scored significantly worse on the EC than control participants and exhibited impaired self-awareness (ISA) compared to controls. Control participants agreed closely with their SOs on both the DEX and CFQ scales, whereas the SOs of TBI participants reported significantly greater degrees of difficulty on both scales than was endorsed by participants with TBI. Low-EC scorers within the TBI group had significantly worse ISA than controls, lending support to the hypothesis that executive function is related to ISA in chronic, moderate to severe TBI. Executive function and discrepancy scores demonstrated a modest but statistically significant association across the sample. Although executive function was associated with ISA in this sample, further research is needed to determine whether executive function deficits contribute in a causal fashion to ISA, and which of the cognitive operations within executive function are responsible for supporting self-awareness.